WELCOME TO
BC PARKS
Connecting with Place
Welcome to BC Parks! We protect and manage
our beautiful provincial parks for future
generations, and we’re so happy you’re here!

Did you know that
certain trees like to grow in
certain places? Western red
cedars, for example, like
to grow in cool places with
rich, damp soil. What kind
of place are you in today?
Is it dry or damp? High in
the mountains or down by
the ocean? Close to the city
or deep in the backcountry?
Let’s go on an adventure
and find out what makes
the park you’re in
today so special!

JERRY’S RANGERS
Is your child eager to learn more about BC Parks and how to care for
them? Check out the Jerry’s Rangers program, an interpretive program
for children ages 5+ available in select provincial parks. The program
encourages children to connect with the land around them, fostering
the next generation of park stewards. Participants can earn a Jerry’s
Rangers certificate by completing different activities to
collect 6 stamps. Find the certificate at the
back of this booklet!
For more information and to find
out where the program is offered,
check out bcparks.ca/jerrysrangers

For parent/guardians:
This booklet is designed to help you guide your child’s experience in a provincial park. It
provides activities and ideas to enrich your visit, while leaving space for your child to take
the lead. As an adult, enjoy the role of a co-learner and wear the hat of a “gentle guide”,
rather than an “expert”. Child-led adventure is where the magic happens - follow where your
child’s interests are, and you may be amazed at the connections you make in the park today!
If you don’t finish the booklet, don’t worry! Save it for your next park visit - the activities can
be done in provincial parks and protected areas across BC.
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WHO ARE YOU?
MY NAME IS
Choose A Nature Name
1) T
 hink of one of your favourite BC animals, plants or natural
phenomena. Pick something in the wild that you love.
2) N
 ow choose an adjective (a descriptive word) to add to it
to make your Nature Name.
Here are some ideas: Magnificent Cloud, Fabulous Fern, Dazzling
Leopard Frog. Write and/or draw your Nature Name on your very
own wooden medallion below!

ACTIVITY: Who are
you here with? Draw
a picture of the people
in the park with you and
add in what you notice
about the environment
(trees, plants, animals,
weather, etc.) around you!

CONNECTING WITH PLACE
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WHERE ARE YOU?
Acknowledgement & Gratitude
We are so happy you are here to enjoy BC Parks’ many natural and cultural features.
Take a deep breath.
Look around you.
What are you grateful
for today? What is
something that makes
you happy here in the
park?

Please note: These websites are not
directly affiliated with BC Parks.

Draw a picture of or
trace something in
the park that makes
you happy.
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DID YOU KNOW
there are 7 Indigenous
language families (and
34 different languages)
spoken in BC?

A
I
B
UM

L
O
C
SH

I
T
I
R
B

Fort
Nelson

Dease
Lake

e

hen

k
Tse’

LANGUAGE:
Tse’khene
Danachea
English: Hello
PRONUNCIATION:
(dan) (a) [che] (a)
LANGUAGE:
Dakelh

Dak

Sandspit

YU
sín

ct
pem

e
Secw

Kamloops

Activity:
a big provincBC
e! is
Where are you?
Draw an ‘X’ in
the area of the
park you are
visiting.

Toﬁno

Victoria

N.W
.T.

elh

Kitimat

Hadih
English: Hello
PRONUNCIATION:
[ha] (dih)

KO
N
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R
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US

A

Vancouver
LANGUAGE:
Secwepemctsín

PRONUNCIATION:
[wey](t-k)

weyt-k
English: Hello

CONNECTING WITH PLACE
Buttle Lake, Vancouver Island, British Columbia
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LEARNING TO BE RESPECTFUL AND RESPONSIBLE
Design a sticker to share one
of the following principles of
responsible recreation:
	Parks are not selfcleaning - Pack your
garbage out with you.
Why? Wildlife can be
attracted to the smell of
garbage. They can eat it and
get sick! Eating garbage can
also mean that wildlife start
to connect humans with
food, and wild animals are
meant to eat wild things!
 ice people make
N
nature nicer - Stay on the
trail.
Why? Staying on the
trail helps protect plants
and animals alike. Some
animals and plants are very
sensitive, and could take
years to recover from feet
that step off the path!
I f everyone took
something, there’d be
nothing left.
So? The beauty of BC parks
is there for everyone to
enjoy. Leave flowers and
other plants to grow after
you go!
 ildlife is meant to be
W
wild - Give them space.
Why? Remember that the
parks are wildlife’s home.
Keep yourself and wildlife
safe by giving them space
- make noise and travel in
groups to let wildlife know
you’re coming.
	
Forests are not firewood
- Use supplied firewood
only in designated areas.
Why? Dead wood is an
important part of the
habitat for many plants and
animals. It will also break
down and add important
organic matter (think
garden mulch) to the soil.
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Your
design:

HEADING OUT FOR A HIKE

ing you need?
you ready? Do you have everyth
Are
e.
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a
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Imagine you
prepared.
Every safe hike starts with being
to check if you’re ready:
Match the safety sentences below

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Protect yourself from the sun
by remembering to put on...

To help you signal for help,
you should always carry...
To help you find your
way, you always need…

Stay fed and hydrated,
you should carry extra…
An orange garbage
bag can act as…

The weather can
change quickly, so
you need to pack…
If you get lost
you should…
Don’t eat…

Remember to let
animals know
you’re coming by…

Check the list:

When choosing which
way to go, always stick to…
Do you have what
you need?
Check off the items
you have
from this list of esse
ntials,
and help the adults
you’re
with to keep everyo
ne safe!
Essential means so
mething
you really need - th
ese items
are important to ha
ve with you
for any outdoor ad
venture:

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

stay
put
extra
clothes
food
and
water
wild
plants
a
whistle
shelter

marked
trails
sun
protection
making
noise

a
map

• Fire-starting kit (w
aterproof
• Spare clothing
matches or lighter)
•S
 ignaling device (w
• Pocket knife
histle
or mirror)
• Extra food and w
ater
• Navigational/com
munication
• Emergency shelte
r (orange
aids (maps, compa
ss, cellular
tarp etc.)
phone etc.)
• Flashlight or head
lamp
• FirWITH
st Aid PLACE
Kit
CONNECTING
• Sun protection
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Answers: 1h, 2e, 3j, 4c, 5f, 6b, 7a, 8d, 9i, 10g

WILDLIFE DETECTIVES
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animal tracks
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a munching porcupin
a large woodpecker

looking for bugs?

a thirsty sapsucker

or hungry insect?

a beaver gathering

building supplies?

a hungry chipmunk
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Wings, Paws or Fins?
Where do mammals, amphibians, insects, fish and birds live? What materials do
they use to make their homes? Where do they choose to live?
ACTIVITY: Choose to think like a bird, a bear, or a frog. Would their homes be in
the same place? Would a home in a pond use the same materials as a home in a
tree? Why or why not?
List some of the materials you would need for your home:

Look around you, and
notice where the best
spot would be for your
chosen creature’s
home*. Maybe you
can already spot the
home of a creature!

Earn the
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st Stam
Naturali
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r
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a
R ngers
se
e
th
leting
by comp
!
s
ie
activit

*If you can’t find the
best spot for your
creature, imagine
where they might
be happiest.
Draw your
creature’s
home here:

REMEMBER: Animal homes come in all
shapes and sizes. Be careful not to disturb
their living space by poking sticks into holes
or covering up openings.

CONNECTING WITH PLACE
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ENJOYING BC’S BEAUTIFUL BIODIVERSITY
Celebrating Biodiversity
Biodiversity is a pretty big word for a pretty big idea:

the number, type, and differences of all the living things in
an area.
Biodiversity is so important — it lets lots of different plants
and animals live together in balance. Large protected
areas like provincial parks help protect this balance.

That’s why you see more plants and animals here in the
parks than in your backyard!
Activity: Choose two areas in the park that are different
from one another. Take time to explore both, recording
(writing or drawing) the differences you see. Compare how
many different species you can see in your two areas in
the park:

Location 2:__________________________________

________________

___________________

_____________________

___
Location1:________

_

_____________________

___
te?__________________

What is today’s da

__
is it (morning,
_____________________
What time of day
ht)?________________
nig
,
ing
en
ev
,
ay
dd
mi
like (rainy,
_______
What’s the weather windy, hot)?________________________
ld,
co
y,
nn
su
y,
snow
ds, mountains,
_____
d look like (flat lan
What does the lan .)?____________________________________
etc
t,
es
for
,
seashore
coniferous
______
How many kinds of s)?_________________________________
ne
co
th
wi
trees (trees
__
_____________________
plants?______________
How many kinds of

What is today’s date?________________________

___________________

What time of day is it (morning,
midday, evening, night)?______________________
______

___________

What’s the weather like (rainy,
snowy, sunny, cold, windy, hot)?____________
______

_____________

What does the land look like (flat lands, moun
tains,
seashore, forest, etc.)?________________________
_________________
How many kinds of coniferous
trees (trees with cones)?_____________________

__________________

How many kinds of plants?____________________

_________________

How many kinds of deciduous
trees (trees with leaves)?_____________________

__________________

deciduous
______
How many kinds of ves)?_________________________________
lea
th
trees (trees wi

How many mammals (e.g. squirrels,
seals, whales, marmots, etc.)? ____________

______
als (e.g. squirrels,
How many mamm ots, etc.)? ___________________________
rm
seals, whales, ma
___
_____________________
_____________________
How many birds?__
____
_____________________
or bugs?___________
How many insects
___
_____________________
_____________________
How many fish?___

How many birds?__________________________

fungi or
_____
How many types of ____________________________________
___
___
___
s?_
om
ro
sh
mu

_____________________

_____________________

How many insects or bugs?_________________

___________________

How many fish?_______________________________

_________________

How many types of fungi or
mushrooms?__________________________________
______

___________

NURSE LOGS: Giving back to
the Forest
In forests across BC,
fallen trees covered
in moss and little
plants are a familiar
sight. These old trees,
starting to rot or
decompose, are called
nurse logs. As they
rot away, they provide
nutrients or food to a new
generation of plant life.
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Garibaldi Provincial Park, British Columbia

What was the most
surprising living thing
you noticed? Sketch/
draw it here.

PROTECTING BC’S
COLOURFUL PARKS
BC Parks are home to
an incredible amount
of animals, plants
and history! You can
support parks across
the province for you
and your loved ones
to explore and enjoy
with the help of the BC
Parks Foundation*.*
BC Parks Foundation is
the official charitable
partner of BC Parks
Take a moment to
colour some of the
many treasured
outdoor parks and
protected areas
featured on the BC
Parks Foundation
patches.

CONNECTING WITH PLACE
© BC Parks Foundation 2019
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OPENING UP OUR SENSES
British Columbia is the most biologically diverse province in Canada. This means we
have the biggest number and variety of plants and animals growing and living in BC!

Senses Scavenger Hunt
Take a look at the many different living things all around you in the park!
Use your senses to search and find:
Remember to leave things as you find them! Check
the boxes, and leave the items where they are.

something tiny
something white
something heart shaped

something that snaps
animal sound
something loud

Earn the
r Stamp
Observe
Jerry’s
for your
te
certifica
Rangers
is
h
t
g
letin
by comp
!
y
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something bumpy
something wet
something prickly

Car
Tou eful!
gen ch item
tl
s
tou y, and
ch s
o
ome nly
you
t
kno
w is hing
safe
tou
to
ch!

find a flower with a scent
find something with a dry smell
(tree bark)
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find something with a fresh
smell (notice smells in the air)

CELEBRATING CULTURALLY
MODIFIED TREES
Did you know?
Many plants that you will see in the park have been used by Indigenous
communities for thousands of years and continue to be harvested and used today.
In BC you can find culturally modified trees (CMTs).
Why are these trees modified*? The bark or wood from cedar trees is harvested
and used for traditional purposes, like weaving and carving.
*Modified means the living trees continue to grow after part of their bark or wood
is removed carefully, in ways that have been passed down through generations
and generations.

ACTIVITY: Can you match the harvest technique
with one of the traditional uses for cedar?

How to recognize
a CMT:
	Strips of bark have been removed
➙ used in clothes, hats and baskets
	Planks split off from living tree
➙ used for baby’s cradle, cooking
box, drum, house, coffin
	Stumps or trees in various stages
of construction ➙ crafted into
canoes, house, to display crests

Tree bark

used in clothes, hats
and baskets

Wood planks

tree harvested and crafted into
canoe, house, to display crests

Tree stumps

used for baby’s cradle, cooking
box, drum, house, coffin

CONNECTING WITH PLACE
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TAKING A
MOMENT
Find a quiet place to sit.
	Take a deep breath. What does
the air smell like around you?
	Close your eyes and listen
carefully. What do you hear?
	Find something that is safe to
touch. How does it feel?
	You are in the middle of a habitat,
home to many animals, plants, fungi,
and microbes. How many different
species do you think live around you?
______________________________________________
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Tuning In
Look around you and find something
that catches your eye. Maybe it’s a
special insect, plant, rock, tree or
creature to sit and observe.
Draw something
you noticed with
your senses:

Remember
to leave no
trace:
Enjoy your fo
cused mom
ent mindfully
and leave yo
,
ur special sp
ace the sam
way you foun
e
d it!

“Thank you for visiting!
There’s always more to see and
experience in the provincial
parks - see you again soon!”

BC PARKS
LICENCE PLATE
PROGRAM
Show your pride in British Columbia’s
natural beauty with a park-themed
licence plate! Each BC Parks license
plate supports our provincial parks
and protected areas. All net proceeds
from the sale and renewals of BC Parks
plates are reinvested back into provincial
parks to support programs and projects
related to conservation, community
engagement, and Indigenous relations.
This project was funded by the Licence
Plate Program.
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